
PAY NOW AND PAY
LATER: WHAT LOSING
CHIP MEANS TO
AMERICA
 

Let me tell you something you (most
probably) secretly believe, secret even
from yourself,  because you are an American:
poor and sick children aren’t going to amount to
anything. This is true whether you’re a
Republican or a Democrat. The two sides will
argue it’s for completely different reasons, but
the conclusion is the same. We all know that
poor and sick children aren’t going to live
lives of note or interest.Nevertheless, we all
want to be good people, and that’s why CHIP has
bipartisan support. CHIP is the Children’s
Health Insurance Program, originally SCHIP, a
Clinton-era expansion of social security
specifically for children who were too poor to
get insurance, but not able to be covered by
Medicaid.

CHIP’s Congressional authorization expired in
September. The program is slowly running out of
money, with just under nine million children
potentially facing life without access to
healthcare.

Americans talk a lot about the cost of
healthcare. The cost of not providing healthcare
to children in a world with failing
environmental protections and failing schools is
impossible to calculate. It is very high, it
lasts lifetimes and generations.

I am taking breaks as I write this. My neck and
shoulders are making typing hard, and I am
coughing up a yellow sputum, very much the same
as I have been coughing up since I was a child,
and I will have to see the doctor soon about it.
I am an active 44-year-old woman, lifelong non-
smoker, with a healthy BMI who has been
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receiving healthcare in Europe for the last
three years. But for my life before my 40s, I
was mostly an uninsured low-income American,
born and raised in Los Angeles.

I was an active child and an avid dancer. When I
became a teen I slowed down a bit, there were
times when I would cough and cough for weeks,
sometimes coughing up little solid and foul
smelling lumps of material from my lungs. I
threw up involuntarily a lot when I exercised. I
didn’t talk about it much, there didn’t seem to
be any point.

I dealt with mental health issues, which were
treated by the school district. That treatment
was not only substandard, but deleterious,
always pushing poor children to see themselves
as the source of their troubles, even at times
when the troubles were obviously medical in
nature. Everything was always in our heads,
everything, even throwing up involuntarily and
migraine headaches were something I was doing to
myself.

Los Angeles in the 1980s was a time of intensive
personal responsibility and very poor air
quality. It was the Reagan years, and we were
all self-reliant cowboys. There was always a
cadre of depression-era grandparents around,
calling themselves the Greatest Generation, and
telling us that no matter what happened we had
it easy and our complaints were just whining.
The drug war was at fever pitch, and the world
was made up of Good Guys and Bad Guys, and you
sure as shit did not want to be one of the Bad
Guys. And the air that I grew up in was so bad
you could live next to a mountain range and not
know it for months.

CHIP was created in 1997. The Clintons were
pushing the nation towards centrism, the air in
LA was getting cleaned up, and I was 24 — far
past the age where it could have helped me.

I was used to making due by then anyway. Poor
kids aren’t allowed to be sick, it’s a moral
failing, and I’d learned to compensate and sneak



to get what I could. But still, even after some
kind of insurance became available, it was never
because we deserved it. As children we’re
burdens on the struggling poor. As students and
eventual adults, we’re no better. We’re making
it up, we’re lazy, we’re difficult, we cost too
much and are worth far, far too little. The
political debate has never been about letting us
find our potential, for we have none. The debate
has been about whether it’s more moral to help
us or let us die quietly.

Of the 9 million kids insured on CHIP 3 million
are, like me, chronically ill. Not all of them
would die without medical treatment, I’m sure
they could move on, scarred, struggling to
survive, out of childhood and any realistic
chance of being cared for. I know how it feels
to be one of those children. I try to be a
generous and caring person and see all of
humanity as my family, but there is a part of me
that really doesn’t care what those children
decide to do to the rest of you. You have it
coming.

Being uninsured when you’re a chronically sick
child isn’t just the lack of care. It’s the
constant and unrelenting sense that you are not
valued, not desired by your society. It is the
rejection of your ability to live itself, the
feeling that you can never be more than lice on
the body politic. Any self-esteem you can grab
back from the way society treats you comes with
a hate so dark it makes ISIS look like a summer
camp.

But the truth is these children mostly won’t do
anything. They’ll wander desperately through
life, looking for hope, going to the ER for
rescue inhalers, and trying to score many kinds
of drugs to dull the pain both physical and
mental. Some will escape up the socio-economic
ladder, but they’ll hide where they came from
because you think we’re all worthless. That’s
what I did for years. Statistically, we’ll die
younger than you, probably uninsured, in a
hospital. The commentary on our lives won’t be:



What have we done? How did we fail these fellow
humans so terribly? What have we lost in
creativity and talent? Instead the political
story of our lives will be: This causes
healthcare costs to rise.

There are sick children all over the world.
There is only one country that blames them for
making healthcare costs rise because we won’t
give them care as children.

CHIP passed in 1997. In 1998, I got my first
employer healthcare. The diagnoses started
rolling in. Migraines, Irritable Bowel Syndrome,
Major Depressive disorder. GERD with Barrett’s
Esophagus. It wasn’t caused by weight, but
because my esophagus doesn’t close. It just
doesn’t. Weird, huh!? That would have been handy
to know sooner.

That diagnosis wasn’t a surprise, as least not
after I understood the context. I tended to
throw up if I bent over too far. I was a high
school gymnast, and even back then the contents
of my stomach would regularly come out of my
nose on the uneven parallels. My coach would
send me home sometimes, but no one ever
suggested I see a doctor. It was in my head, I
was doing it to myself somehow, being a burden
on everyone.

After the ’98 round of medical diagnoses and
treatment, I came back and yelled at my mother
for never believing me. I cried, I apologized
later. She’d been a child herself when I was
born, and she was trusting authorities who were
telling her I was broken, and so was she. She
apologized too, we cried and screamed and
stomped off and hugged and cried some more.

This is how we cope. To try to think about this
not personally, to see it as part of politics
and society and an economic plan is too big and
too painful to contemplate. Even now, it makes
my throat tighten and a wave of nausea pass
through me. It is so evil.

The diagnoses kept coming in the new century,
and I became ineligible for any kind of



insurance that wasn’t employer-based. EDS
Hypermobility type, Cervical Dystonia, PTSD. The
last one I crowdfunded to pay for, the old-
fashioned way. I passed the hat amongst my
friends and raised the money to pay the PTSD
therapist. It was a difficult and sometimes
humiliating decision, but it was the right one.
I emerged from my therapy not fixed, but
healing. I had tools I hadn’t had before. I went
back to work. My friends had passed up dinners
and presents and special things to help me get
that therapy, but it worked.

GoFundMe brags about raising $5 billion in
crowdfunding for medical care in America. Of
course there’s more than that over the years;
families that sell their houses for each other,
friends that skip vacations to give the people
they love a chance at life. Leonard Pitts wrote
rather viciously about a conservative man trying
to raise money to retain his sense of sight.
This man was politically unworthy, socially
irresponsible, and medically suspect; he smoked
and owned a house. How could he ask for help?
This is America, and even the people who believe
in universal healthcare balk at care for those
they deem Unworthy. We don’t even know how to
imagine a system that just cares for people
because they are people.

It’s been two years, and I hope that man is not
blind, and I hope his loved ones haven’t
suffered too much. Between people who love each
other, there is no better use of these little
monetary tokens to express love than paying so
they may live and live well.

From an economic perspective, it’s a disaster.
Every meal and trip skipped to pay for medical
expenses slows down the stimulus that money
could provide. The medical payments funnel money
into the upper echelons of society where is
slows down, sits, and ossifies. It is a disaster
in every way.

But Congress is full of good people who are the
somebodies who think of the children, and so
CHIP is bipartisan. But it’s so expensive, and
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it’s hard for Congress to find the ~$14b it will
cost. When it comes to funding stupid planes
perfect for types of wars that don’t exist
anymore, Congress has no problem finding the
budget to switch from the disastrously stupid
F-22 fighter (>$70b) to the next stupendously
expensive F-35 fighter (>$400b for R&D). The
F-22 finally saw action in two countries several
years after being discontinued: against ISIS in
Syria, and the Taliban in Afghanistan, both
military forces more known for fighting out of
the back of pick-up trucks than dogfighting with
jets. More money goes to the federal employee
travel budget than goes to CHIP. (According to
Hatch and Coburn) More money goes to the black
budget devoted to spying on everything and
everyone on the net than goes to CHIP, but most
of Congress probably doesn’t know how much more,
it’s a secret. Congress can even find billions
to make stupid fucking pennies no one wants.

A sick kid doesn’t realize the money that could
help them is going to something as stupid as
fighter jets no one needs or black budgets that
may be straight-up illegally spying. But they do
know that they’re a burden, they know that the
world doesn’t want them. It makes them sad and
angry, and everyone around them scrambles to
find billions of dollars in spare change to take
care of the people they love because Congress is
so bad at finding things.

When you don’t treat the minds and bodies of
children, it isn’t just those children who are
affected. Something as simple as getting check-
ups, interceding on basic problems early, and
making mental and sexual health resources easy
to access can stop a lifetime of expensive and
heart-rending problems that weigh down families
and communities and echo through generations.

Programs like CHIP, or universal healthcare as
provided in Europe, are not about handing things
to the worthless poor. They are about the
epidemiology of the whole of society. Treating
your neighbor’s kid now is about not having to
treat them later, and not living with the
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consequences of their illness in your
environment or tax expenditures. It is choosing
to not live in a society of desperation and
constant quiet anger. Programs like CHIP, and
the proposal for Medicare For All, are
fundamentally selfish, just a long-sighted form
of selfishness that Americans are kind of bad
at.

Without a program like CHIP, we are in the
position of hoping parents bring their children
into the ER for routine needs, jacking up our
healthcare costs to ever more ridiculous
heights, because the alternative is somehow
much, much, worse. Untreated children don’t just
infect other children with their diseases, they
drag down schools, divert the resources of their
families, increase crime and even lower property
values. They spend so much time struggle to find
their own worth, they deny the world their
talents. If you don’t want to treat poor sick
children, you might be better off going all
Sparta on us and throwing us off cliffs than
just letting us struggle along in society.

By the way, Sparta was a terrible place to live,
despite what you’ve seen in 300. It was
miserable and authoritarian and full of legally-
required slavery and child rape and never really
developed or got better. The Persian Empire, and
even Athens, were better societies on every
count, including military. Sparta wasn’t good at
infrastructure and tended to steal what they did
have. Infrastructure is what makes society nice
to live in, and worth the bother. This is a fact
Americans used to get; we like our highways and
dams and standing armies and power lines, but
apparently the water’s edge is schools,
pollution, healthcare and paying taxes. Those
are, for some reason, not infrastructure.

I never accepted my worthlessness, I never
stopped fighting. I also never shot anyone or
became a drug addict. I did a lot of sketchy
things to get medical care. I’ve taken a lot of
other people’s leftover drugs, and coordinated
with other people to pass around drugs and



advice from medical professionals who may have
never known where it was going, and probably
didn’t want to. And I rebelled and rejected
society, sometimes violently, so that I could do
worthwhile things not in keeping with my station
in life.

Now I live in a place that provides me care. I
haven’t had to prove my economic worth, which is
good because it’s likely I never will. But now,
after my expenses, I still have a little money
left over. And every Saturday morning after food
shopping, I go get myself a good cappuccino in
the city center, and sit for a while enjoying
the light, watching people go by, and little
children chase dogs and birds. I’m not in
paradise, there are plenty of problems here,
like everywhere. But none of them are sick
children hiding the yellow sputum they cough up
from their parents because no one can afford a
fucking inhaler.

My work for Emptywheel is supported by my
wonderful patrons on Patreon. You can find out

more, and support my work, at Patreon.

Some of my sources were:
https://www.kff.org (many articles, it’s a
treasure trove of information)
8.9 million children enrolled, cost is around
$14 billion. 35 million children are enrolled in
CHIP or Medicaid or both.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-06-
12/america-s-health-care-crisis-is-a-gold-mine-
for-crowdfunding
https://www.vox.com/2017/12/3/16730496/orrin-hat
ch-chip-tax-bill

More information on children on
Medicaid: https://www.medicaid.gov/chip/download
s/fy-2016-childrens-enrollment-report.pdf
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